
The Million Dollar Car Wreck - 1998-2013

Does your client or opposing counsel have dreams of resolving their car wreck case for a sum in

excess of $1,000,000?  Are they anticipating simply calling an attorney and receiving “their

check.”  Or as is commonly argued by defense counsel, does the simple presentation of a car

wreck claim equate to punching a lottery ticket?  Can it be that easy?  Are jury verdicts

routinely awarding huge sums for minor soft-tissue injuries, confused by the slick arguments of

fancy lawyers?  Here’s the results from the thirty-one verdicts returned in auto negligence cases

from 1998-2013.  There were two in 2013– in one of those cases, the plaintiff suffered multiple

fractures when struck by a drunk driver – the other case involved a brain injury.

Case No. County Verdict P’s-Age-Sex Injury Comments

4667 Bourbon $8,802,329 56-M Death An overloaded truck ran a red light and

crashed into the plaintiff’s sedan – the

plaintiff was badly hurt (his aorta was

transected) and there was proof he survived

the collision and suffered for nearly a

minute – a Paris jury valued his pain and

suffering at $3,000,000, his wife taking $4.8

million more for her consortium interest

1039 Perry $6,222,297 52-F Brain Woman hit by an out of control truck driver  

who passed out; punitives of $4,000,000     

28 Cov-FDC $6,000,277 60-F Brain Cable truck crashed into plaintiff, leaving      

    her with a brain injury.  Her husband was      

   also killed.

3345 Cov-FDC $5,400,000 25-F Death Woman struck and killed by a trucker in an 

$3,306,279 interstate accident.  Her death claim was

valued at $3,306,279, while the dual child

consortium interest was $5,400,000.

4028 Jefferson $5,161,163 42-M Brain The plaintiff (a Good Samaritan) stood on

the Watterson Expressway on a dark and

rainy night (wearing dark clothes and after a

night of drinking) and waved traffic around

the crash of another drunk driver – a taxi

cab driver approached and never saw the

plaintiff – the plaintiff was badly hurt in the

resulting crash – then at the civil jury trial,

the plaintiff took all his damages as claimed
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